When a new observation is to be classified into one of several multivariate normal populations with different means and the same covariance matrix, by Rao's method of scoring, the chance of misclassification is expressed as a multiple integral. This paper gives a practical method of obtaining reasonable approximations to this integral by using tables prepared by Gibbons, Olkin & Sobel (1977) for a different task.
Introduction
Let If, (i =: 1,. . . ,g) be g d-variate normal populations with mean vectors pi and a common covariance matrix C. Rao (1973) gives a method of classifying a new observation to one of these populations. The method consists of assigning scores C, to II, for this new observation and assigning the observation to the population with the maximum score. In practice, we need training samples of sizes ni (i = 1,. . . ,g) from these g populations to estimate pi and C for use in the scores. The chance of misclassification can then be expressed as a multiple integral.
In this paper we give a useful practical approximation to this integral for estimating the chance of misclassification. Schervish (1981) uses the method of asymptotic expansion of this integral, but the result appears to be difficult for a practitioner to use. Our approximation is more user-friendly. We relate our method to the problem of selecting and ordering populations, considered by Gibbons, Olkin & Sobel (1977) , and the tables they prepared for that purpose axe useful in estimating this chance of misclassification. There is a considerable literature on different types of error rates in classification; McLachlan (1992) has given an excellent up-to-date account of various aspects of this problem.
Here, we first assume that the population parameters, such as the means and covariance matrix of the populations, are known. The chance of misclassification p is calculated in terms of these parameters. Then, for practitioners, we suggest the unknown parameters in the final expression be replaced by the corresponding sample estimates. Thus in both the approximations we are not estimating the actual error rate but rather the optimal error rate. Consequently, our estimate is likely to underestimate the actual error rate, due to sampling fluctuations.
Chance of Misclassification
Denote by xi, the d-vector of observations for the r t h member of II, in the training sample (i = 1,. . . ,g; T = 1,. . . , ni). Let The chance of misclassification when x, really belongs to II, is
Observe that and var(Ci) = &,
The Cis have a multivariate normal distribution with the above parameters. The chance of misclassification is thus 10) where C, the vector of the Cis, has a multivariate normal distribution with parameters given earlier, and the single integral sign represents a ( g -1)-fold integral over the region Ci > Cj ( j = 1,. . . ,g; j ' # i).
A Crude Approximation to Ei
To obtain a crude approximation first we ignore the correlations pij between the Cis . Then, using the distribution of Ci -Cj,
where @ denotes the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of a N ( 0 , l ) variable and If we now replace every Aij in (3.3) by
so that Ei is replaced by the maximum of the Eis (to avoid underestimation), where
10)
and ii is the average sample size.
for g = 4 populations, with d = 4, C = I and for the following cases:
To see how 'bad' this approximation is, we carried out a simulation study The choice of these ps and njs is similar to that of Schervish (1981) in his simulation studies. For each case, the sample observations were classified by Rm's scoring method and the true chance of misclassification was estimated by counting the number of misclassified observations. Then it was compared with E and I? given by (3.7) and (3.8) respectively. This whole process was then repeated 200 times, so we have 200 values of p , E and k computed from samples of sizes nj given above, for each of the eight cases. This study showed that E or fi overestimates p by at least a factor 2 and thus a crude approximation is +E or +I?. The mean square errors (MSE) of i E or ik, when compared with p , from these 200 iterations ranged from 0.000727 to 0.002345. In the next section, the correlations between the Cis are not ignored. Instead the correlation matrix is approximated by another equicorrelation matrix.
The 'GOS' Method of Estimation
This method is based on Gibbons, Olkin & Sobel's (1977) method of selecting and ordering normal populations, so we call it the 'GOS' method. They considered g variables ui ti = 1,. . . ,g) (their notation is different) with a common variance u2 and a common correlation coefficient p. Denote the ordered means of ui by Their goal was to select the variable with the largest mean with a specified assurance p* of the probability of correct selection, when (6* > 0, 9-l < p* < 1).
(4.2)
Their procedure is to choose a random sample of an appropriate size rn from the distribution of the vector variable It is interesting to see the similarities and differences between their problem and ours. We have the scores Ci ( i = 1,. . . , g) given by (2.4) for a new observation x,, and our sample size is only m = 1, and we assign the observation x, to the population with maximum score. The GOS method determines the sample size for a specified chance of correct selection. We have a predetermined sample size and wish to find the chance p = 1 -p' of misclassification (or correct selection). They assume a2 and p to be the same. In our case, the variances of the Ci are and the correlations are pij as given by (2.10); they are not the same. Thus, as an approximation, we propose to replace the 4iis and replace For our variables Ci, the differences in the means are
the variances are 4;; and the correlations axe pi,. Using averages of these quantities, we take our r2 to be
We also considered 'suitable' values such as min(A;,), max(bii) and min(pij) to get a conservative r 2 , but our simulation studies show that the choice of (4.7)
gives better results. Using (4.7) for T~, we refer to the GOS 
Conclusion
Estimation of the chance of misclassification in the case of more than two groups is a difficult problem. One obvious method is the extension of the Lachenbruch (1965) hold-out method in the case of two populations, but it requires substantial computer use to drop every observation turn by turn and recalculate the scores to assign the observation 'held out'. We have given a reasonable approximation to the integral that gives the chance of misclassification by replacing the multivariate normal distribution of the Cis by an equicorrelated equivariance distribution and using the GOS table. Often, in practice, the scoring method of Rao is modified by replacing the variable zl,. . . , zd by a smaller number of canonical correlations (Kshirsagar & Arsenven, 1975 ). This refinement is worthwhile in the case of a large number of variables as in social sciences or in economics. Further details are in Park (1994) .
